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4000D Control Box Operating Instructions

The 4000D controls the sewing machine and threadstops 

To operate the machine, press and hold the START button until the SENSOR lamp 
goes off. Release the button. If a thread brakes the sewing will stop and the SENSOR lamp 
will light. The material present detector is also connected to this circuit and when the 
material runs out the machine will stop and the lamp will light. The machine will not start 
a new cut cycle unless the AT116K-810 cutter control box has been Reset and it’s TOT 
counter is at “0”. If the machine stops in the middle of a cycle for a thread break or if the 
material has run out, repair the problem and START to restart the cycle. When the 
machine has stopped at the end of a cycle the Binding Saver cylinder will be on and the 
motor break will be locked. To unlock the break press Manual Cut/Reset on the cutter con-
trol box or turn off the main power switch.

AT116K-810 Control Box Operating Instructions

Only function #3 is active.

CUT & COUNT PIECES cuts pieces to
uniform length and counts them as they are cut.
After setting the counters and pressing the CUT/RESET  button, start the machine and the 
machine will count stitches and cut pieces to length. When the QTY. count equals the TOT 
count the machine will stop and no more pieces will be cut until the CUT/RESET button is 
again pressed. The TOT (total) counter counts the pieces and cannot be preset. It resets to 
“0” when the CUT/RESET button is pressed.

The FUNCTION button (#1) on the keyboard is normally used to change the Function #, 
but this box only has Function #3 so this button has no active use

Function #3 can store up to ten sets of preset values of Length and Qty. These are stored as 
programs. To change programs
press the PROGRAM key (#2 button) and observe that the program number digit is blink-
ing. 
Change the program number by typing the number on the keyboard or pressing the NEXT 
key until the desired program number is displayed.  Press ENTER when finished to leave 
keyboard mode.
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To change the counter settings press the COUNTER key
(#3 button) and observe that the first counter digit is blinking.
Enter the desired numbers into the counter and press
ENTER to save the new setting or press NEXT to move to
the next counter. When all the counters have been set as
desired press ENTER to save the settings.

The B.S. ( Binding Saver) counter in Program #1 sets the delay time between stopping 
sewing and the cutter activating. It should be adjusted so the machine comes to a complete 
stop before the cutter activates. Each digit equals about ¼ second.

The B.S. counter in Program #2 sets the delay time between the cutter activating and the 
threadstops becoming active again. (The threadstops are disabled during stopping and cut-
ting.) It should be adjusted to allow enough time for the sewing head to reach full speed 
(after stopping to cut) before the threadstops are active again. Each digit equals about ¼ 
second.

The B.S. counters in Programs #3 - #10 have no function and can be left at “0”.

Pressing the Cut/Reset button while in the middle of a cycle will reset the control box to 
the beginning of a new cycle and causes the cutter to activate.

The cutter will not avtivate while the cursor on the display is blinking. Always press 
ENTER to leave keyboard mode and return to normal operation.
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Trouble Shooting
Problem Possible Solution

The control box 
ON/OFF switch is 
ON but the unit 
does
not function.

A. Check fuse in rear of the control box. Replace if necessary.
B. Check for power at switch box.
C. Be sure sewing machine is ON.

The Cutter does 
not cut when the 
CUT/RESET but-
ton is pressed.

A. Make sure the Control Box ON/OFF switch is ON.
B. Make sure the control box power indicator lamp is lit.
C. Make sure the Cutter is getting air from the regulator. Also verify that the regulator is 
set to 70-80 PSI.
D. Make sure the Cutter is plugged into the KNIFE SOLENOID  socket on the back of 
the control box.

The Cutter cuts 
manually but not 
automatically.

A. Check the reflective tape on the handwheel for wear or damage. Replace if necessary. 
You may need to readjust the sensitivity.
B. Check the electric eye for dust or lint. Clean if necessary.
C. Make sure the electric eye is pointing at the reflective tape. Also, check that sensitiv-
ity adjustment is correct.
D. Check the eye for damage. Also check the cable connecting the electric eye to the 
control box for cuts, bends, or other damage. Replace electric eye unit if necessary.

The Binding 
Saver does not 
function

A. Make sure the binding saver solenoid is getting air and that the regulator is set to 30-
40 PSI.
B. Make sure the electrical connector from the solenoid assembly is plugged into the 
BINDING SAVER socket on the
back of the control box.
C. Make sure the treadle assembly is installed and adjusted correctly.
D. The Binding Saver timing is controlled by the B.S. counter in Function 3, Program 
#1. Check this counter is not zero. 

The binding saver 
functions but does 
not stop the sew-
ing machine fast 
enough.

A. Check the mechanical adjustment of the treadle assembly. 
B. Check the sewing machine motor clutch for wear. Adjust if necessary.
C. Check the sewing machine belt tension. Adjust if necessary.

The SENSOR 
lamp does not go 
out when the 
START button is 
pressed.

A. Check the material out detector for proper operation. 
B. Check the threadstops are properly threaded. The small red LED on the sensor should 
turn green while the machine is sewing. If a faulty sensor is suspected, turn each one off 
one at a time and run the machine.
C. Turn off the main power switch for 10 seconds and then try to run the machine again. 
This will "Reset" the thread break sensors".
D. Check the setting of the B.S. counter in Function #3, Program #2. This should be set 
to about 3 or 4 to allow enough time for the sewing head to accelerate to full speed 
before the threadstop sensors are activated.
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Thread Sensor Instructions
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Electric Eye Installation and Adjustments
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Wiring Instructions
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Wiring Diagram
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Pneumatic Diagram
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